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PARIS FOR USRO 
LIMIT DISTRIBUTION - VERBATIM TEXT  

1. Below is definitive text WEU assurances which has been approved by President 
after consultation with Congressional leaders. Text to be transmitted in 
strict confidence to Eden, Adenauer, Mendes-France and Pearson only for 
their advance information in accordance *** separate instructions. No 
action to be taken elsewhere at this time. 

2. Timing of issuance will be determined subsequently and you will receive 
further instructions at that time. Present plan is to issue assurances 
sometime prior to debate in French Council of Republic. When instruction 

received, all addressees should deliver text immediately to Government 
to which accredited as personal message from President to Head of Govern¬ 

ment. At that time Hughes should deliver text to Ismay for distribution 
NATO. 

3. Important that utmost precautions be taken maintain text in strictest 
confidence until time for release in order assure optimum effect on ratification. 
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UNITED STATES ASSURANCES TO WESTERN EUROPEAN UNION 
At the time when there was under consideration the Treaty to 

establish a European Defense Community, I made a public announcement 
of certain principles which would guide United States policies and 
actions with respect to Western Europe in the event that Treaty should 
be ratified. Now, in substitution for that Community, a plan has 
been evolved for a Western European Union. Obviously that Union and 
related arrangements signed at Paris on October 23, 1954 when brought 
into force, will serve the vital interests not only of the members of 
the Union, but of the peoples of the free world, including the United 
States. The United States has twice been drawn into wars which 
originated in Europe and today it maintains forces there to help 
minimise the possibility of another war. It is in the interest of 
the United States to help reduce such dangers. 

To this end the United States committed itself to the North 
Atlantic Treaty. This Treaty is in accordance with the basic security 
interests of the United States, and the obligations which the United 
States has assumed under the Treaty will be honored. 

The member nations are seeking to make the Atlantic alliance 
an enduring association of free peoples within which all members can 
concert their efforts toward peace, prosperity and freedom. The 
success of that association will be determined in large measure by 
the degree of practical cooperation realized among the European 
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nations themselves. The Western European Union and the related 1 

arrangements agreed upon in Paris are designed to ensure this cooperation 
and thereby to provide a durable basis for consolidating the Atlantic 
relationship as a whole. 

It is my belief that the proposed arrangements when effective: 
Will promote progress toward unity in Western Europe and 

draw together those whose past differences have led to recurrent 
war and gravely depleted Europe's human, material and moral 
strength; 

Will restore sovereignty to the Federal Republic of Germany, 
a sovereignty which has now been withheld for ten years, during 
which time the Government and people of that Republic have 
demonstrated that they are capable of worthily discharging their 
responsibilities as a self-governing member of the free and 
peaceful world community; 

Will, by controlling armament levels through an appropriate 
Agency of the Western European Union, assure against excessive 
militarism; 

Will provide a core of unity at the heart of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, thus permitting adoption of 
practical defensive measures which offer good hope that any 
enemy attack could be stopped at the threshold; 
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Will enable the Federal Republic of Germany to make its 
appropriately measured contribution to international peace and 
security, in keeping with the spirit of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organisation; 

Will, through action of the North Atlantic Treaty Council, 
assure a closer integration of the armed forces in Europe of 
the member countries, thereby giving assurance that these forces 
cannot be used for nationalistic aggression or otherwise than 
for the security purposes envisaged by the North Atlantic 
Treaty. 
At London on September 29, 1954 the United States Secretary 

of State, in order to facilitate efforts to produce an effective 
collective defense of Western Europe, indicated the conditions under 
which the United States might be prepared to make a policy declaration 
similar to that which, was announced when the earlier European Defense 

Community plan was under consideration. I am glad to affirm that 
when the Paris Agreements have been ratified and have come into force, 
it will be the policy of the United States: 

(1) To continue active in the various organic arrangements 
established under the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and to 
consult with other members of NATO on questions of mutual concern, 
including the level of forces from the respective NATO countries to 
be placed at the disposal of the Supreme Commander-in-Chief; 

(2) To consult , if so desired, with the Agency for the Control 
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of Armaments of the Western European Union with a view to assisting 
in the achievement of its objective of controlling armament and 
preventing excessive militarisation within the members of the Union; 

(3) To continue to maintain in Europe, including Germany, 
such units of its armed forces as may be necessary and appropriate to 
contribute its fair share of the forces needed for the joint defense 
of the North Atlantic area while a threat to that area exists, and 
will continue to deploy such forces in accordance with agreed Berth 
Atlantic strategy for the defense of this area; 

(4) To cooperate in developing the closest possible integration 
among the forces assigned to NATO in Western Europe, including those 
contributed by the German Federal Republic, in accordance with 
approved plans developed by the military agencies and the Supreme 
Commanders of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in accordance 
******************************************* with the Resolution adopted by 

the North Atlantic Council on October 22, 1954; 
(5) To continue to cooperate toward Atlantic Security by sharing 

information authorized by Congress with respect to the military 
utilization of new weapons and techniques for the improvement of 
the collective defense; 

(6) In consonance with its policy of encouraging maximum 
cooperation among the free nations of Europe and in recognition of 
the contribution which the Brussels Treaty, as amended, will make 
to peace and stability in Europe, to regard any action from whatever 
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quarter which threatens the integrity of the Western European Union 
as a threat to the security of the parties to the North Atlantic 
Treaty calling for consultation in accordance with Article IV of 
that Treaty; 

(7) In accordance with the basic interest of the United States 
in the North Atlantic Treaty, as expressed at the time of ratification, 
the Treaty was regarded as of indefinite duration rather than for 
any definite number of years. The United States calls attention to 
the fact that for it to cease to be a party to the North Atlantic 
Treaty would appear quite contrary to our security interests when 
there is established on the Continent of Europe the solid core of 
unity which the Paris Agreements will provide. END VERBATIM TEXT 
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